Compared with other semantic segmentation tasks, portrait segmentation requires both higher precision and faster inference speed. However, this problem has not been well studied in previous works. In this paper, we propose a lightweight network architecture, called Boundary-Aware Network (BANet) which selectively extracts detail information in boundary area to make high-quality segmentation output with real-time( ≥ 25FPS) speed. In addition, we design a new loss function called refine loss which supervises the network with image level gradient information. Our model is able to produce finer segmentation results which has richer details than annotations.
Introduction
Portrait segmentation has been widely applied in many practical scenes such as mobile phone photography, video surveillance and image preprocess of face identification. Compared with other semantic segmentation tasks, portrait segmentation has higher requirement for both accuracy and speed. However, this task has not been well studied in previous works. PFCN+ [19] uses prior information to enhance segmentation performance, BSN [8] designs a boundary kernel to emphasize the importance of boundary area. These methods get high mean IoU on PFCN+ [19] dataset, but they are extremely time consuming because they use large backbones. What's more, their segmentation results lack detail information such as threads of hairs and clothe boundary details. Although automatic image matting models such as [20] [29] are able to obtain fine details, but preparing high-quality alpha matte is much more complicated and time-consuming than annotate segmentation targets. In this paper, we propose an novel method that can generate high-accuracy portrait segmentation result with real-time speed.
In recent years, many deep learning based semantic segmentation models like [3] [28] [26] [25] have reached stateof-the-art performance. However, when it comes to portrait segmentation, none of these works produces fine boundary. The problem of losing fine boundary details is mainly caused by two reasons.
Firstly, performance of deep learning based method is quite dependent on the quality of training data. While segmentation targets are usually annotated manually by polygons or produced by KNN-matting [5] . Therefore, it is almost impossible to annotate fine details such as hairs. Supervise.ly dataset is currently the largest and finest human segmentation dataset, some examples are presented as Fig.  1 . It shows that although Supervise.ly is the finest dataset, annotations are still coarse on boundary areas. Coarse annotation causes inaccurate supervision, which makes it hard for neural network to learn a accurate feature representation.
Secondly, Although previous portrait segmentation methods [19] [8] have proposed some useful pre-process methods or loss functions, they still use traditional semantic segmentation models like FCN [15] , Deeplab [3] and PSPnet [28] as their baseline. The problem is that the output size of those models is usually 1/4 or 1/8 of input image size, thus it is impossible to preserve as much detail information as input image. U-Net [18] fuses more lowlevel information but it is oriented for small sized medical images, it is hard to train on high-resolution portrait images on account of its huge parameter number. Although traditional semantic segmentation models achieves state-ofthe-art performance on Pascal VOC [9] , COCO Stuff [1] and CitySpace [7] datasets, they are not suitable for portrait segmentation. Traditional segmentation task aims at handling issues of intra-class consistency and the inter-class distinction among various object classes in complicated scenes. While portrait segmentation is a two-class task which requires fine details and fast speed. Hence, portrait segmentation should be considered as an independent task and some novel strategies should be proposed.
In this paper, we propose a specialized portrait segmen- Our experiments show that BANet generates better results than previous portrait segmentation models and real-time segmentation models on PFCN+ dataset.
Related Work
Portrait Segmentation Networks: PFCN+ [19] provides a benchmark for the task of portrait segmentation. It calculates firstly an average mask from training dataset, then aligns the average mask to each input images to provide prior information. However, the process of alignment requires facial feature points. So, this method needs an additional landmark detection model, which makes the whole process slow and redundant. BSN [8] proposes a boundary-sensitive kernel to take semantic boundary as a third class and it applies many training tricks such as multi-scale training and multi-task learning. However, it still lacks fine details and the inference speed is very slow. Different from previous matting models, we use a twobranch architecture. Our attention map is generated by high-level semantic branch, and it is used to guide mining low-level features. DIM [23] designs a compositional loss which has been proved to be effective in many matting tasks, but it is time-consuming to prepare large amount of fore-ground, back-ground images and high-quality alpha matte. [13] presents a gradient-coinstency loss which is able to correct gradient direction on prediction edges, but it is not able to extract richer details. Motivated by that, we propose refine loss to obtain richer detail features on boundary area by using image gradient.
High Speed Segmentation Networks: ENet [16] is the first semantic segmentation network that achieves real-time performance. It adopts ResNet [10] bottleneck structure and reduces channel number in order of acceleration, but ENet loses too much accuracy as a tradeoff. ICNet [27] proposes a multi-stream architecture. Three streams extract features from images of different resolution, and then those features are fused by a cascade feature fusion unit. BiSeNet [24] uses a two-stream framework to extract context information and spatial information independently. Then it uses a feature fusion module to combine features of two streams. Inspired by their ideas of separate semantic branch and spatial branch, we design a two-stream architecture. Different from previous works, our two branches are not completely separated. In our framework, low-level branch is guided by high-level branch via a boundary attention map.
Attention Mechanism: Attention mechanism makes highlevel information to guide low-level feature extraction. SEnet [11] applies channel attention on image recognition tasks and achieves the state-of-the-art. ExFuse [26] proposes a Semantic Embedding mechanism to use high-level feature to guide low-level feature. DFN [25] learns a global feature as attention to revise the process of feature extraction. In PFCN+ [19] , shape channel can be viewed as a kind of spatial-wise attention, aligned mean mask forces model to focus on portrait area.
Our Method
In the task of portrait segmentation, no-boundary area needs a large receptive field to make prediction with global context information, while boundary area needs small receptive field to focus on local feature contrast. Hence these two areas need to be treated independently. In this paper, we propose a boundary attention mechanism and a weighted loss function to deal with boundary area and no-boundary area separately.
Pipeline of our method is demonstrated as Fig.3 . Firstly, color image passes through semantic branch to get 1/4 size high-level semantic features. Secondly, the output of semantic branch is projected into a one-channel feature map and upsampled to full size as boundary attention map. This boundary attention map is supervised by boundary attention loss (BA loss). Then, in boundary feature mining branch, we concatenate input image with the boundary attention map in order to mining low-level features more goaldirected. Lastly, the fusion part fuses high-level semantic features and low-level details to produce fine segmentation results. The final output is supervised by two losses, segmentation loss controls the whole process of portrait segmentation and refine loss refines boundary details.
Network Architecture
Semantic Branch: The objective of semantic branch is getting a reliable feature representation. This feature representation is dominated by high-level semantic information. At same time, we hope it can contain some spatial information. In the task of portrait segmentation, portrait often occupies a large part of image. Hence, large receptive field is required. Semantic branch is a symmetrical fully convolutional structure that follows FCN-4s structure, we utilize multiple downsampling layers to enlarge the receptive field step by step. As is shown in Fig.3 , input image passes through a sequence of convolution layers to get a high-level 1/32 feature map. Then, bilinear interpolation is applied to upsample small scale feature maps. We combine features of 1/16,1/8 and 1/4 scale step by step by elementwise addition. In order to save computation, we use ResNet bottleneck structure as our basic convolutional block, and we fix the max number of channel as 64. The output of semantic branch is a 1/4 size feature map. This feature map has a robust semantic representation because it has large receptive field and it involves 4s level spatial information. More detail information is restorated in Boundary Feature Mining Branch.
Boundary Feature Mining Branch: The output of semantic branch is projected to one channel by 1 × 1 conv filter, then it is interpolated to full size as boundary attention map. BA loss guides this attention map to locate boundary area. Target of boundary area can be generated without manual annotation. As given in Fig.4 . Firstly, we use canny edge detector [2] to extract semantic edges on portrait annotation. Considering portrait area varies a lot in different images, it is not reasonable to dilate each edge to the same width. So, we dilate the edge of different image with different kernel size as follows:
where W is an empirical value representing the canonical width boundary. In our experiment, we set W = 50. BA loss is a binary cross-entropy loss, but we don't want our boundary attention map to be binarized because spatial-wise unsmoothness may cause numerical unstability. Hence, we soften the output of boundary attention map with a Sigmoid function:
where T is a temperature which produces a softer probability distribution.
Lastly, input image and attention map are concatenated together as a 4-channel image. This 4-channel image passes through a convolution layer to extract detail information. Different from other multi-stream network architecture that handles each stream independently, our low-level features are guided by high-level features.
Fusion Part: Features of semantic branch and boundary feature mining branch are different in level of feature representation. Therefore, we can't simplely combine them by element-wise addition nor channel-wise concatenation. In Fusion Part, we follow BiSeNet [24] . Given two features of different levels, we first concatenate them together then we pass them into a sequence of 3 × 3 convolution, batch normalization and ReLU function. Next, we ulitize global pooling to calculate a weight vector. This vetor helps feature re-weight and feature selection. Fig.3 (b) shows details of Feature Fusion Module.
Loss Function
Our loss function contains three parts as given in Equation 8 . Where L seg guides our segmentation results, L bound Inspired by [13] , a loss measuring the consistency between image gradient and network output is introduced. Our L cos can be formulated as Equation 5 .
While L cos can only deal with cases with simple background. When background is confusing, L cos tends to cause blurry prediction boundaries. Different from [13] , we add a constrain for gradient magnitude as Equation 6 to force our network to make clear and sharp decision in boundary area. where λ is a factor that balances distributional differences between image and output confidence map. In our experiment, λ = 1.5. L mag enables BANet to amplify local contrast when the color of foreground is very similar to background.
While boundary areas need rich low-level features to obtain detail information, areas far from boundaries are mainly guided by high-level semantic features, too much low-level features will disturb the segmentation result. Therefore, we should combine low-level features selectively. Matting models [23] [4] treat boundary areas and no-boundary areas separately in different stages and then compose two prediction results. Instead of that, BANet has an end-to-end architecture, we use a weighted loss function to distinct boundary area and no-boundary area. As shown in Equation 7 refine loss is only applied in boundary area, where M bound is a mask which equals 1 only in boundary area. We set γ 1 = γ 2 = 0.5 in our experiment.
Total Loss : Total loss is formulated as a weighted sum of segmentation loss, boundary attention loss and refine loss. Experiments shows α = 0.6, β = 0.3, γ = 0.1 makes good performance.
Gradient Calculation
L ref ine needs to calculate image gradient, we design a Gradient Calculation Layer(GCL) to compute image gradient on GPU. Sobel operator [21] is used as convolutional filter in GCL.
where * denotes convolution operation. Gradient magnitude M and gradient vector − → ν are computed as follows:
Considering original image and prediction result have different distribution, before passed through GCL, input is normalized as:
Gradient of original image and output confidence map is presented in Fig.5 . 
Experiment Details
Dataset: PFCN+ [19] dataset contains 1700 KNN annotated portrait images. 1400 images for training and 300 images for test. Supervise.ly contains more than 4000 polygon annotated human segmentation images, but those images are blended by portrait, full-body-shot and multi-person photo. We utilize Supervise.ly dataset to pretrain our model in order to get a better initialization, and then we fine-tune our model on PFCN+ training set, we use PFCN+ test set for evaluation.
Data Augmentation: Online augmentation is implemented during the process of loading data, so that every training sample is unique. Random rotation in range of [-45 • ,45 • ], random flip, random lightness of range [0.7,1.3] are used in order to improve our networks ability of generalization.
Training Strategy: Considering that L ref ine is only applied on boundary area, it needs a proper boundary attention map to help locating boundary. Therefore, we firstly pretrain BANet without L ref ine on Supervise.ly dataset for 40000 iterations to get a good boundary initialization. Then we fine-tune BANet on PFCN+ dataset with L ref ine for another 40000 iterations.
Supervise.ly dataset and PFCN+ dataset have different data distribution. What's more, we add L ref ine during the process of fine-tuning. Hence, it is not appropriate to give a big learning rate at the beginning of fine-tuning. We utilize warming-up learning rate which gives the network a suitable weight initialization before applying big learning rate, thus the network can converge to a better point. Curves of warming-up learning rate can be viewed in Fig.6 Hyper Parameter Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer is used to train our model. L2-regularization is applied to all learnable parameters in order to prevent overfitting. Other hyper parameters for training follows Table. 1. Comparison Experiments: Series of comparison experiments are implemented on some real-time segmentation networks and portrait segmentation networks. For control variates, the same training strategy and hyper parameters are used for all the models. Firstly, these models are pretrained on Supervise.ly dataset, then they get fine-tuned on PFCN+ dataset. Experiment result is demonstrated in Table.2. Mean IoU is measured as criterion of segmentation accuracy. Inference speed is measured on a single GTX 1080 Ti with input size 512 × 512. Parameter number evaluates the feasibility of implementing these models on edge devices such as mobile phone.
In order to prove our BANet performs better than other portrait segmentation networks with the same order of parameter number, we have also implemented a larger version of BANet with 512 channels, called BANet-512. BANet-64 means the version of BANet with 64 channels.
Result Analysis: As shown in Fig.7 . Confidence maps of BiSeNet and EDAnet have vague boundaries, they lack lowlevel information because they are upsampled directly by model mIoU (%) speed(fps) parameter(MB) ENet [16] 88.24 46 0.35 BiSeNet [24] 93.91 59 27.01 EDAnet [14] 94.90 71 0.68 U-Net [18] 95.88 37 13.40 PFCN+ [19] 95 bilinear interpolation. PFCN+ has a better semantic representation with the help of prior information provided by shape channel. U-Net get a better boundary because it combines much low-level information. However, U-Net and PFCN+ are still not able to extract fine details like hairs. With the help of boundary attention map and refine loss, BANet-64 is able to produce high-quality results with fine details. In some cases, BANet produces segmentation results which are finer than KNN-annotations. Considering mean IoU measures the similarity between output and annotation, even though PFCN+ and U-Net get a higher mean IoU than BANet-64, we can't conclude BANet-64 is less accurate than them. While with same order of parameter number, BANet-512 surpasses the other models.
What's more, PFCN+ has more than 130 MB parameters while our BANet-64 has only 0.62 MB parameters, which makes it possible to be implemented on mobile phone. As for inference speed, BANet-64 achieves 43 FPS on 512 × 512 images and 115 FPS on 256 × 256 images, so it can be applied in real-time image processing.
Ablation Study
We have also verified the effectiveness of each part in BANet by implementing three versions. Ours 1 represents BANet base model. In this version, we remove BA loss, refine loss and the little branch of boundary attention map. In boundary feature mining branch, instead of concatenating input image and boundary attention map, we extract lowlevel features directly on original images. Ours 2 means BANet with boundary attention map. Ours 3 stands for (a) Image (b) BiSeNet [24] (c) EDAnet [14] (d) PFCN+ [19] (e) U-Net [18] (f) BANet-64 (g) Annotation(KNN) BANet with boundary attention map and refine loss. Table 3 shows that boundary attention map and refine loss brings 0.3% and 0.6% improvements respectively. Fig.8 illustrates that boundary attention map brings a better semantic representation and refine loss makes striking enhancement on boundary quality. BANet base model involves lowlevel feature maps, so it has strong expression ability for details. However, too much low-level feature in no-boundary area may disturb high-level feature representation. Boundary attention map helps BANet focus on boundary area and extract low-level feature selectively. Refine loss enables BANet breaks the limitation of annotation quality to get finer segmentation result.
Applications
Our model can be used in mobile applications for realtime selfie processing. We could directly use the output confidence map of BANet as a soft mask for background changing and image beautification. Compared with other algorithm, our model is able to extract finer features with faster speed and less parameters. Some examples are given in Fig.9 .
Conclusion and Limitations
In this paper, we propose a Boundary-Aware Network for fast and high-accuracy portrait segmentation. BANet is the first segmentation network that learns to produce results with high-quality boundaries which are finer than annotations. What's more, light network architecture and high inference speed make it feasible to utilize this model in many practical applications.
As for limitations, in order to make BANet lighter and faster, we have removed too much channels in semantic branch. As a tradeoff, our model's ability of feature representation is limited. So, BANet has difficulty in learning more complicated cases such as multi-person shot and single person portrait with occlusion.
At present, BANet is trained on only 1400 portrait images, it is far from enough if we want to utilize this model on practical applications. In future works, we will annotate more segmentation targets and we will change backgrounds of existing images to get more training data. With the support of a large training dataset, we will try to apply BANet on mobile phone.
